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ABSTRACT: There is evidence that alienation from science is linked to the 
dominant discourse practices of science classrooms (cf. Lemke, J. L. (1990). Talking 
Science: Language, Learning, and Values. Norwood, NJ: Ablex). Yet, in secondary 
science education it is particularly hard to find evidence of curriculum reform that 
includes explicit changes in pedagogic discourses to accommodate the needs of 
students from a wide range of backgrounds. However, such evidence does exist and 
needs to be highlighted wherever it is found to help address social justice concerns 
in science education. In this article I show how critical discourse analysis can be 
used to explore a way of challenging the dominant discourse in teacher-student 
interactions in science classrooms. My findings suggest a new way of moving 
towards more socially just science curricula in middle years and secondary 
classrooms by using hybrid discourses that can serve emancipatory purposes. 
INTRODUCTION 
This article uses textual analysis of science classroom discourse to re-examine the failure 
of science education to achieve its avowed goal of producing scientifically literate citizens 
(cf. AAAS, 2001; Fensham, 2002; Goodrum, Hackling & Rennie, 2001), which could only be 
achieved by enacting a science curriculum that is accessible to all students. To do this, I 
employ the epistemological perspective and tools of critical discourse analysis (CDA) 
(Fairclough, 1989; 1992; 2003; Luke, 2002). Arguing that the nature of the typical discourse 
of the secondary science classroom may be a significant factor in failure to engage students, I 
compare two instances. My focus is on the extent to which the two teacher participants have 
been able to creatively adapt the hegemonic discourse to make science accessible and 
relevant to the needs of a greater proportion of their students. 
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DISCOURSE ISSUES AND THE SCIENCE CURRICULUM 
The Science Curriculum Context 
For the last two decades “science for all” (or “scientific literacy” for all) has become an 
explicit goal of science curricula across many nations including the USA (AAAS, 2000), the 
UK (Millar & Osborne, 1998), Canada (Science Council of Canada, 1984), and Australia 
(Goodrum, Hackling & Rennie, 2001; Fensham, 1985, 1998, 2002). However, there have 
been many reports of low retention rates in science in the post-compulsory senior secondary 
years, concern over low rates of enrolment in science and engineering courses at the tertiary 
level, a serious tendency for primary teachers to teach little or no science, and a general 
impression that the majority of students are being alienated from science during their 
secondary school years (Fensham, 1998; Goodrum et al., 2001; Ladson-Billings, 2003; 
Lyons, 2003; OECD, 2003; Hanrahan, 1999a, 1999b).  
Researchers in both science and mathematics education (e.g., Blades, 1997; Fensham, 
1998; Lemke, 1990; O’Loughlin, 1992; Taylor, 1996; Tobin, 2000) have commented on the 
broader institutional and societal pressures that prevent substantial change towards science 
curricula that meet the needs of most students. At most, more content gets added without any 
being removed, resulting in multiple agenda for science teachers that they cannot possibly 
hope to satisfy, together with local, institutional, and societal pressures that favor traditional 
disciplinary content (Fensham, 2002). As Taylor (1996) suggests teachers have generally 
been inducted into the hegemonic discourse of their discipline by the time they finish their 
professional training and do not have the cultural resources or social support to enact the 
science curriculum differently, despite their best intentions. In many cases, they are not even 
in a position to think critically about a discourse that is “second nature” to them, and that has, 
moreover, selected them out and rewarded them with relatively high status in the academic 
system (Lemke, 1990). As well as assuming that science is generally too difficult for all but a 
minority of “bright” and/or diligent students, they accept without question the myths that 
school science has to be abstract and impersonal, too difficult for most students, and to 
appear absolutely objective, authoritative, and non-negotiable (Lemke, 1990; Taylor, 1996; 
Tobin & McRobbie, 1996). 
The Discourse Issue 
Sociologists and sociolinguists, such as Bourdieu (1974), Bernstein (1990), Gee (1993), 
and Lemke (1990) do not accept this explanation of failure being due purely to innate lack of 
talent and/or moral fiber on the part of science students. They provide convincing alternative 
explanations as to why many students do not succeed in academic studies, including science, 
explanations that have to do with the discourse of science education or the discourse of 
academic education more generally. Bourdieu (1974) argued that academic education and 
schooling operate under an assumption of certain cultural capital on the part of students, such 
that the knowledge of a minority of students is privileged and those who do not possess the 
appropriate cultural capital become increasingly marginalized as they progress through their 
years of schooling. Similarly Bernstein (1990) explained this failure of a significant 
proportion of students to thrive academically in terms of language codes, pedagogic practices, 
and pacing and sequencing rules that tend to result in students from working/lower class 
backgrounds rarely progressing beyond initial facts, rote learning and lower order cognitive 
tasks, and in students from middle class backgrounds being more likely to be invited to think, 
discuss, and extend themselves in challenging ways, and explore the  relationships in new 
content. Although Bernstein was writing more generally, I shall go on to explain how science 
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classrooms are likely to use an even more abstract elaborated code, thus making science 
inaccessible to an even greater proportion of students. 
Gee (1991, cited in Lankshear, 1994, p. 5) distinguished this in terms of a dominant 
discourse (one most likely to lead to “the acquisition of social goods … in a society”) and 
other discourses. The latter include the primary discourse(s) learnt in the home, and others 
learned consciously at a later stage. Students whose primary discourse is similar to the 
dominant discourse of schooling have a distinct advantage over those who have to 
accommodate to a new discourse at school, which they may or may not do successfully (cf. 
Lankshear, 1997).Lemke (1990), in Talking Science, subsequently incorporated the views of 
both the sociologists and the sociolinguists referred to above, to explain why even students 
from advantaged backgrounds might be alienated from school science. Talking Science was a 
report of his findings from a major research project exploring the discourse of science 
classrooms. On the one hand, he agreed with the sociologists in suggesting that school 
science was inadvertently elitist and likely to marginalize many students. On the other hand, 
he explained the problem in terms of the “stylistic norms” believed to be appropriate for 
“talking science”. He asserted that these norms tended to run counter to techniques known by 
good communicators to be “necessary for engaging the interest of an audience, helping them 
to identify with a point of view, and getting a point across to them effectively” (p. 134). He 
suggested that all good science teachers break these (unwritten) rules regularly and the 
success they have in engaging students is related to the extent to which they break the rules. 
As I will go on to explain in CDA terms, these stylistic norms represent not only a way of 
acting and interrelating between people, but also a way of representing the world and a way 
of identifying oneself and others. Hence they are likely to have material effects on students in 
terms of their roles as learners and later as citizens, their power to interact with both their 
teacher and with their world more generally, as well as in terms of their self-efficacy beliefs 
and motivation. These in turn can affect their likelihood of identifying with and committing 
themselves to understanding science.  
As a consequence of these discourse practices, supported by myths about what science 
education should look like and whom it is for, school science is seen as a “special truth that 
only the superintelligent few can understand” (Lemke, 1990, p. 149). Another consequence is 
that cultural differences and, more specifically, language difficulties in science are not 
bridged, apart from explanations of new technical vocabulary and insistence on features of 
the genre of scientific report writing (Hanrahan, 1999a).  
THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 
Could Discourse Practices Be a Key to More Equitable Access? 
In recent years I have come to believe that the language practices of school science are 
largely responsible for alienating and de-motivating such students while providing some of 
the “wind beneath the wings” of more privileged students. Although much of my earlier 
research in science education was located in a psychological framework with concepts such 
as motivation and affirmation as key factors I was also making connections with my 
knowledge of language and literacy teaching and beginning to notice the language and 
cultural aspects implicated (1999a). I saw how student problems in school science could 
originate in ways of representing the world and identifying students, and realized that they 
necessarily involved both psychological and sociocultural issues. In fact, I had come to see 
the development of any literacy (including basic literacy, science literacy, computer literacy, 
etc.) as necessarily involving identity development and commitment which in turn depended 
on sociocultural and psychological (and even biological) factors (Hanrahan, 1999a). Hence 
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my current research was designed to explore the relationships between the accessibility of 
school science, psychological factors (such as motivation and will), interpersonal teacher-
student factors, and the role the teacher played in classroom discourse. 
Investigating Successful Practice 
 In contrast to much research in science education which simply finds fault with teachers, 
I am doing this on the whole by identifying and investigating positive educational instances. 
More specifically I am investigating the discourse practices of teachers who have been 
nominated as having classes where students are generally believed to be positively engaged 
in science, during the years in which science is most likely to be a compulsory school subject 
and regularly taught. For this analysis, I recorded one, or at most two lessons, conducted by 
each of the teachers. (In the larger study of which this is part, 29 teachers participated.) I also 
interviewed each teacher observed to learn more about the particular local, institutional, and 
social contexts back-grounding the lesson observed. My criterion for initial nomination was 
that teachers should be confident about saying “Yes” to three questions: 
Do practically all your students look forward to their science class? 
Do they have a positive attitude towards science?  
Are they engaging with science? 
It is important to note that I was interested in both emotional and intellectual engagement. 
I did not want teachers who simply made science classes fun without helping students 
overcome barriers preventing them from understanding science and being successful 
academically. In general I found teachers hesitant to volunteer even when they fulfilled my 
criteria. However, I set out to convince them that what they were doing was indeed 
exceptional and that it was important to value and celebrate it and show others how such 
engagement was achieved. 
Nomination (or self-nomination) was followed up by a telephone interview with the 
teachers. I wanted to check their willingness to participate, their availability, and their likely 
suitability. My preference was for classes that included students from a range of sociocultural 
backgrounds, and included educationally disadvantaged students as well as students more 
likely to be comfortable with science. 
Rather than directly assessing the extent to which students were engaged, I relied in the 
first instance on reports by teacher colleagues and administrators, district science advisers, 
and fellow science education researchers who had nominated most of the teachers as being 
likely to meet my criteria. In the second instance, I gauged the level of student interest during 
my visit using criteria such as the level of spontaneous participation exhibited by the 
students, the level of on-task behavior, the intellectual challenge of the tasks students were 
engaged in, and student energy levels generally. Based on my prior experience (developed in 
ethnographic case studies using in depth study of classroom learning environments over 
extended periods), I used my judgment in relation to both body language and classroom talk, 
and collected student work. 
With regard to the limited time dedicated to each site, I believed it was likely that the 
implicit aspects of teacher talk that interested me (ones embodying long-standing, deeply-
held attitudes and values about science, and about teaching relationships and identities), were 
likely to be relatively stable over time, less under the conscious control of the teacher, and 
visible to some extent in almost any sampling of a particular teacher’s practice. In any case, 
they were most likely to be present in a class they had nominated as being their best example 
of what I was looking for, and in their production of a lesson for a visiting researcher. 
Thus my research aim in relation to this paper was to investigate teacher discourse 
practices that could be found in science classrooms where students were engaging with 
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understanding science. I intended to focus on aspects that seemed most likely to be 
implicated in making science accessible to students regardless of their ability or sociocultural 
background. 
The Curriculum Context 
Before introducing my analysis of a sample of the practices of two junior secondary 
science teachers, I need to explain something of the context of my choice of texts. Because I 
wanted to illuminate new possibilities in terms of a teacher enacting curriculum emphases 
that make science accessible to most students, I had to find a way to demonstrate in some 
detail how such pedagogy might differ from more restricted ways of teaching science. An 
obvious solution is to supply a comparison between two classrooms that are highly contrasted 
in these aspects. Hence, even though my broader project has been about collecting positive 
exemplars of science teaching practice, I have decided to include a negative example in my 
analysis. The latter appears to be almost a prototypical example of a teacher using all the 
features of the stylistic norms as Lemke (1990) described them, but is nevertheless not too far 
removed from what I have found to be fairly typical of the less exemplary secondary science 
classrooms in Australia. 
After first describing the methods of CDA, I will compare and contrast extracts from the 
texts of two classroom lessons (one extract from each teacher). My goal is to illustrate both 
how school science is likely to affect students when it is taught, firstly, in the generalized 
abstract way that is traditionally considered acceptable, and secondly, in a way that has been 
adapted to make science more accessible to a particular class. The two extracts represent the 
first few minutes (approximately four and a half minutes) of each lesson observed and the 
context for each is briefly summarized before each extract to provide a context for the critical 
discourse analysis I will then perform. 
METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
Methodology: Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
In general terms, the goal of critical discourse analysis (CDA) is to raise awareness of 
how our subjectivities are shaped, influenced, and constrained by institutional social 
structures by demonstrating the extent to which texts construct or position the participants 
and/or reader. To the extent that we allow them to do so, these structures determine the 
“scripts” we act out in particular social situations, the identities and interpersonal 
relationships we perform, and the representation of the world that gets taken for granted as 
we interact with others. The point is not to show that behavior is pre-determined, but rather, 
to find contested spaces within texts where creative action is possible, action that can change 
the nature of the taken-for-granted representations, relationships, and identities that advantage 
some and disadvantage others. Critical discourse analysis is critical in that it focuses on how 
power is maintained through accepted social practices that implicitly tend to favor the 
interests of those currently in power and hinder those of their competitors. It can also show 
how hegemonic power can be challenged by participants using creative practices.  
Now more commonly known by its acronym, CDA, this methodology came into being 
largely through the work of Fairclough (e.g., 1989, 1992). It is a sociolinguistic research tool 
that facilitates a simultaneous focus on the linguistic features of a specific text (such as 
vocabulary, grammar, semantics, and graphological or phonological features) and on the 
social structures and practices underlying the text. In contrast to both linguistic analysis, 
where texts are analyzed at the micro level only, and social analyses, where the macro level is 
the focus of attention, CDA is concerned with analysis at both these levels, via analysis at an 
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intermediate level: that of social practices and structures, in terms of the genres, discourses 
and styles accessed. Hence, it includes both linguistic analysis and “interdiscursive analysis” 
(Fairclough, 2003, p. 3). 
As such, Fairclough sees it as necessarily dialogical and hermeneutic, incorporating 
linguistic and sociological analyses in dialogue with each other, thus facilitating social 
analyses that are more grounded in texts, and linguistic analyses that address critical social 
issues. Hence its many theoretical influences include Halliday, Hasan and Bakhtin on the one 
hand, and Foucault, Bourdieu and Habermas on the other. Because of aspects it shares with a 
systemic functional linguistics (SFL) approach to language (Halliday, 1994; Lemke, 1990; 
Martin, 1992), CDA can help to make visible the less explicit facets of classroom discourse. 
Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) explain that  
[T]he SFL view of language as a `social semiotic' includes a conceptual and analytical apparatus for 
showing language as systematically `realising' social processes and relations … through its account of the 
social import of variation in language.” (p. 50) 
However, Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) see SFL as being relatively limited in the 
extent to which it can handle the dialectical aspects of language practice, the 
“interdiscursivity” between a text and the “orders of discourse” (sets of interrelated 
discourses) in which it is situated. They see it as being less powerful in handling the social 
issues of ideology and power that are a central focus of CDA. CDA should be better able, for 
example, to identify whether or not there are discourse practices that prevent all but a few 
elite students from having a sense of legitimate belonging to a science classroom learning 
community.  
Adapting Hallidayan SFL to address a more sociological perspective, Fairclough (2003) 
asserts that all communication reveals (i) specific ways of acting and interrelating, (ii) 
specific ways of representing, and (iii) specific ways of being, operating simultaneously 
through the formal and/or informal genres of the particular social context, the discourses used 
and the styles of interacting respectively. Such ways of acting, representing and identifying 
are all dialectically related within texts (Fairclough, 1989, 2003).  
Ontologically, CDA is consistent with critical realism (cf. Bhaskar, 1979), in that it allows 
for the objective existence of structures and asserts a “`modest' yet non-relativistic 
understanding of scientific truth as epistemic gain” where this is defined as resulting from 
dialogue in the public sphere and “where what counts is relative explanatory power and 
contribution to meeting needs” (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Hence CDA is similar to 
critical action research in seeking to bring about change in practice as well as in 
understanding, and to seek emancipatory rather than technical gains. Epistemologically, CDA 
recognizes both individual agency and social factors as operating in the production of 
language during a particular event, within a particular type of practice. It is this dual 
recognition of psychological and social influences in human activity that particularly 
appealed to me. 
Moreover, because it has roots in social theory as well (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999; 
Fairclough, 1989, 2003; Luke, 2002), CDA can also be used to critique texts in terms of the 
ideologies they promote. Consequently, CDA has often been used to critique policy 
documents and other public texts. However, as Luke (2002) in a recent view of the history of 
CDA pointed out, it has less often been used to show how power operates in face-to-face 
contexts or how hegemonic discourses can be challenged. He proffered a challenge to CDA 
researchers "to begin to develop a strong positive thesis about discourse and the productive 
uses of power. … [to] begin to capture an affirmative character of culture where discourse is 
used aesthetically, productively and for emancipatory purposes" (p. 106). He took this a step 
further and challenged CDA researchers to use their critique for positive action. “If CDA is 
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avowedly normative and explicitly political,” he wrote, “then it must have the courage to say 
what is to be done with texts and discourse” (p. 107). He suggested that the purview of CDA 
could include documentation of “emergent discourses of hybrid identity .... counter to 
dominant pedagogic discourses” (p. 107).  
This is particularly relevant to my current work of identifying pedagogies that empower 
students to engage positively with school science (cf. “productive pedagogies”, Lingard, 
Mills & Hayes, 2000). More specifically it addresses my interest in identifying the tacit as 
well as explicit features of teacher talk (and accompanying nonverbal communication) that 
impact upon the kinds of relationships, affective responses, and identities that I believe are 
likely to enhance or limit the development of scientific literacy for all (Hanrahan, 1999a). 
Consequently, as well as addressing the issue of broadening science pedagogy to enable 
positive outcomes for all students, this article is a response to two of the challenges posed by 
Luke (2002). It uses CDA to analyze texts derived from face-to-face interactions, and it 
addresses the issue of documenting the use of hybrid discourses for emancipatory purposes.  
In practice, CDA is a form of “explanatory critique” (Bhaskar, 1986, cited in 
Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Chouliaraki and Fairclough describe the general form it 
takes as:  
(a) a problem, which may be either cognitive, for example a misrepresentation, or an unmet need …; (b) 
…obstacles … to it being tackled; in some cases (c) what the function (including ideological function) 
of the misrepresentation or unmet need is in sustaining existing social arrangements; and (d) possible 
ways of removing the obstacles. (p. 33) 
Table 1 presents an analytical framework for CDA based on this notion of an explanatory 
critique (Fairclough, 1989, 2003; Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999), illustrated with reference 
to the analysis I am about to present. CDA begins with a social problem as it is manifest in its 
linguistic or other semiotic aspect. The main analysis, which will explicate the obstacles to be 
tackled to solve the problem, begins with an analysis of the conjuncture, the sociocultural 
practices surrounding the event from which the text is taken, to give “a broad sense of the 
overall frame of social practice which the discourse in focus is located within” (Chouliaraki 
& Fairclough, 1999, p. 61). This analysis of the social practice(s) surrounding the discourse 
practices in focus includes noting the relationship between the discourse and other aspects of 
the social practice. This leads, in some cases (including the present one), to a critical 
assessment of the role the problematic situation plays in current structures, that is, the 
structures maintaining the status quo. Finally the researcher must perform an analysis on a 
sample of the discourse itself as it is found in a particular event, including (a) a linguistic and 
semiotic analysis, and (b) an interdiscursive analysis. The whole process as represented in 
Table 1 includes an interpretation of where there are gaps or sites of potential ambiguity or 
contradiction that reveal possibilities for a range of alternative practices that offer “unrealized 
possibilities for change in the way that social life is currently organized” (Fairclough, 2003). 
In practice, these “steps” in the analysis are dialectically interrelated rather than carried out in 
exactly the order presented in the framework.  
CDA analyzes text at all of the micro, intermediate, and macro levels, with “text” being 
interpreted very broadly to include almost any social situation or product that can be 
analyzed, including classroom talk. Although texts can include images and other non-verbal, 
paralinguistic and physical characteristics of the participants in a situation, I will restrict my 
analyses here almost entirely to the written transcriptions of classroom interactions, as 
captured on audiotape, with intonation patterns being noted only when they are unexpected 
and necessary to understand the likely meaning intended by the producer. At the micro-level, 
I look at the lexical, semantic, grammatical, and phonological choices made by the teachers, 
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Table 1  
Application of a CDA Analytical Framework (adapted from Fairclough 1989, 2003)  
 
Main Features Relating to Middle Years Population Text Analysis  
1. A focus on a particular 
social problem or issue 
in its semiotic aspect 
• Barriers to equitable access to science 
education due to the culture and language 
norms of school science 
2. Identification of possible 
obstacles to the problem 
being solved (its 
network of practices, 
non-discourse elements, 
orders of discourse) 
• Discourses of schooling and science 
education that favor privileged students 
• Teacher beliefs about who can learn 
science 
• Technical curriculum emphases 
• Wider culture of school and society and its 
artifacts 
3. Identification of the 
possible function of the 
problem situation in the 
network of social 
practices/social order 
• Maintenance of ideology of economic 
rationalism, including culture of expertise 
• Selection of students for tertiary study in 
science-related courses 
• Preservation of high status of science  
4. Identification of possible 
ways past the obstacles 
• Hybridization of the discourse of school 
science to make it accessible to all 
students 
A  Descriptive linguistic analysis  
Vocabulary (e.g., lexical and reference chains, field 
taxonomies, lexical density, attitudinal lexis) 
Grammar (e.g., clausal structure; types of participants, 
processes, circumstances, connectors; mood, modality)  
• Textual structure (e.g., generic structure, written versus 
spoken mode, cohesive ties, coherence) 
B  Interdiscursive analysis 
Genres (actional meanings ): analysis of which genres have 
been accessed and how they have been integrated 
Discourse (representational meanings): analysis of 
discourses that have been accessed and the way they have 
been articulated together to represent the world, including any 
assumptions made, and the way difference and 
inclusion/exclusion are handled 
Styles (identifying meanings): analysis of styles of being 
and ways of identifying oneself and others, taking note of the 
way they have been incorporated 
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and at the intermediate and macro levels, I look at the con[-]text in which the text has been 
produced, at its textual, institutional and cultural levels. 
 
In practice, given “a relational view of texts, and a relational approach to text analysis” 
(Fairclough, 2003, p. 357), the process is dialectical, with each stage informing the others. 
The analysis at the lexical, grammatical and structural level informs the interpretation, but 
information about social structures and social practices informs the decisions about what is 
happening in the text semantically, grammatically, and phonologically. An analysis of 
interdiscursivity is informed by a knowledge of how a range of genres, discourses and styles 
are used in social practices more generally, and how, in the text in question, they are drawn 
upon and articulated together. 
Any analysis is necessarily selective and the textual features in focus in CDA are those 
that are most significant for a critical analysis, an analysis designed to contribute to an 
understanding of the power relations and ideological processes operating in discourse 
(Fairclough, 1989). More specifically CDA looks for linguistic markers (clues in the text) 
indicating ideological assumptions being made, including the way “difference” is handled or 
ignored, the way in which various voices are included or excluded, and the way social events 
are represented, styles expressed, and values realized.  
Methods 
In this analysis I used CDA to identify how the discourse practices of two teachers would 
be likely to have various outcomes for their students which, if multiplied over time, could 
affect their attitudes towards school science as well as towards science more generally. 
The data were collected as described above, during a single visit to each of the two 
schools referred to in this article. The audiotapes of both classroom lessons and 
corresponding interviews were listened to several times, as well as being transcribed and 
read. Initial coding was done by hand, leading to the selection of passages for micro-analyses 
on the basis of their apparent relevance to the research problem and goals. Given my focus on 
how CDA can be used to identify ways in which teachers empower or disempower their 
students in relation to accessing classroom science, passages were selected that appeared 
particularly salient in terms of the initial problem of how to motivate all students to engage 
with science. Other themes such as the school science stylistic norms, myths supporting the 
status quo, and curriculum emphases emerged as I began to analyze the data at the micro-
level. 
The lessons selected for analysis were among the first sampled, both short (40-minute) 
lessons (cf. most science classes I observed were long or double periods), both from fairly 
traditional secondary schools in the private sector, schools as yet relatively untouched by the 
middle schooling movement (which was generally not the case for other lessons sampled at 
this stage). As such they were fairly typical of science education more generally in Australia 
and hence potentially easy for most secondary teachers to relate to. I should also mention 
that, although both settings were private schools, neither was particularly privileged, one 
being a regional Catholic school and the other a small independent school with a brief that 
required that a significant group of disadvantaged students be supported to enroll at the 
school. 
Although the introduction to the lessons takes two very different forms, both were physics 
lessons in which students were later required to carry out a practical activity designed to 
explore or demonstrate scientific concepts as well as to help students develop process skills. I 
have chosen a single, extended extract from the beginning of each lesson because this was 
where teacher talk was most concentrated, more likely to be under conscious teacher control 
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than later, and where the teacher—whether consciously or not—would set up student 
expectations about the type of psychosocial learning environment likely to prevail in that 
class, including relative power relations, teacher and student roles, and learning practices 
exemplifying the teacher’s practical epistemological beliefs.  
Student talk was not my focus in this situation and hence I audio-taped the teacher but 
made no special effort to audio-tape student talk, which is consequently much less distinct as 
noted in the extracts. This should not be read as the absence of significant student talk, nor as 
discounting its pre-eminent role in student learning, nor as failure to recognize its influence 
on teacher behavior. I acknowledge that the teacher talk would have been constrained by the 
students as well as by the broader psychosocial and physical contexts but was nevertheless 
mainly interested in what teachers could and did say within such constraints, and the 
relationship of their talk to students long-term engagement in learning science (as defined 
above). 
I submitted two earlier drafts of my analyses of these extracts to peer groups of 
researchers using discourse analytic methods (one a group of CDA researchers who meet 
regularly at my institution, and the other a national conference audience), and was able to 
check my that my interpretation was generally acceptable and to refine it in the light of the 
comments received on these occasions. 
After an initial paper was prepared for presentation at a conference, relevant sections of it 
were sent to each teacher for their perusal and comments, both in relation to the likely 
accuracy of the transcription, description of the context and demographic data, and any 
comments they might like to make about my interpretation of the text.  
I will now present the two extracts in context and show how, using CDA, I went about 
identifying the ways in which discourse practices apparent in the text were likely to limit or 
enhance access to science for students, and hence how these texts exemplify particular 
ideologies about science. The next section can be seen largely as analysis at the level of the 
event (the description stage), and the following one as analysis at the level of social structures 
and social practices (the explanation stage). Both stages, however, necessarily involve 
interpretation, which is seen as the intermediate level of a three-level CDA analysis process 
(Fairclough, 1989).  
The description stage of CDA involves highlighting lexical items (vocabulary, pronouns, 
words that suggest a particular conception of how the classroom operates, and words 
implying metaphorical meanings), grammatical features, assumptions being made, and 
absences. It should be noted that this is not intended to be an exhaustive description but rather 
focuses on aspects relevant to the issue of access. 
A COMPARISON OF TEACHER DISCOURSE PRACTICES 
Describing the Discourse Practices in Two Junior Secondary Science 
Classrooms 
Exemplar 1: Energy changes lesson with a Year 8 science class.  Mr D was 
Science Head of Department/Chair (HoD) in a non-denominational independent school in a 
rural area near the state capital. Although academic subjects in general were mentioned in the 
promotional literature and the current newsletter available in the school office when I visited, 
in these documents science appeared to me to have rather a low profile compared to such 
activities as competitive sports, performing arts, and public speaking. 
The class in question was mid-way through a physics unit on energy changes and later in 
this lesson the students were directed to perform a practical “experiment” (“recipe prac.” 
might be a more appropriate term) using laboratory equipment. Mr D was a tall man who 
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towered over the students. He always remained standing, and generally spoke in a loud voice 
meant for all students in the classroom. During the class I attended, the students seemed to 
have little choice in anything that happened. The experiment to be carried out, the groups 
they were in, and the format for tabulating the data, were all given to them. They seemed 
quite accepting, and although they showed little enthusiasm, were generally very compliant. 
In fact the class ran like clockwork. The procedures for collecting the materials and 
instruments, copying the data-table from the blackboard, moving to the laboratory benches in 
given groups, dividing up tasks among group members, and for cleaning up and returning the 
materials to the appropriate trolleys, all seemed well-learnt and to require no discussion. 
More surprising for me was that there was no discussion with the class about the theory or 
concepts underlying the practical work, either before, during or after the experiment, not even 
a comment to the effect that the experiment was related to the energy change topic introduced 
in the previous lesson and revisited in the homework exercise. As for the students, although I 
did hear one student explaining to another what (he thought) was happening, most talk that I 
heard seemed to be either social chat or at a practical level of what to do to set the experiment 
up, and what to do after that (placing a beaker of hot water in a larger beaker of cold water, 
taking the temperature of the water in both beakers at one-minute intervals, entering data on a 
table previously copied from the blackboard, and collecting graph paper to be used in doing 
the homework). The lesson concluded when students put the equipment they had used back 
on its original trolley, collected their belongings, and showed Mr D, standing by the door, 
their completed tables of observed temperature changes as they left the room. 
What follows is the text resulting from the transcription of the first four and a half 
minutes of the lesson. The text is interspersed with annotations with regard to the action 
taking place, as well as to auditory aspects otherwise lost in transcribing, such as pacing and 
tone. I shall then go on to highlight features of the text that, when seen cumulatively and in 
relation to each other and the wider context, can be interpreted in terms of particular 
epistemological and ideological beliefs. These words and phrases act as linguistic markers for 
the aspects of communication that CDA highlights. These include ways of representing 
school science, markers of the power relationship and ways of relating generally, and ways of 
identifying both himself and his students, including any assumptions being made. 
 
Mr D2 [Outside classroom where he is settling students down (approx. 15 secs.)] Year 8 
[Indistinct]. Right, move in quietly please. [Students move in with some talk, and 
two whispered “sh”s, and eventually stand silently behind their desks (approx. 45 
secs.)] 
Mr D Good afternoon, Year 8s. 
                                                 
2
 The following applies to both extracts: 
• all proper nouns have been changed to preserve the anonymity of participants; 
• bold type represents emphasis; 
• “” refers to a raised inflexion in places where a question mark would not be appropriate; 
• [indistinct] refers to words that could not be deciphered at all; text within parentheses indicate our 
best guess (mine and a transcriber’s) at an indistinct utterance; such text separated by “/” indicates 
two possible hearings; text between square brackets indicates that the word has been replaced to 
preserve someone’s confidentiality or anonymity;  
• “S” refers to any student, “S1” and “S2” are used when two different students speak immediately 
after one another, and “Ss” refers to several students (almost in unison or with one or more voices 
echoing the first);  
• while greatest when more than one student responded to a question from the teacher, overlap 
between speakers was so minimal that it has generally been disregarded. 
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Ss  Good afternoon, Mr [D] 
Mr D  Sit down, please. [Noises of chairs scraping, some talking.] We’ve got a visitor this 
afternoon. [Recites in an expressionless voice] This is Dr Hanrahan who is from the 
Queensland University of Technology. She has been a science teacher for a number 
of years and has just come out to see how we do things at Forestcrest for this 
afternoon. As you carry on and do your experiments she’ll be just walking around 
the room. Last night’s homework, please, was questions, 10, 11, 12 & thirt-een. 
[Whistling of electric kettle goes unremarked. Then noises and talk recommences as 
students get books out] So if you can get your homework out please. [One and a half 
minutes pass as he walks around inspecting books with brief comments. Those that 
can be made out are “Thank you,” “Have I seen yours?” “You’ve done yours?” 
Then with raised voice:] Right [indistinct] please. [Noisy talk continues.] Ah, excuse 
me. [As noise stops, reads in a monotone] Questions what are some of the energy 
changes which are being described in each of the following: “The wind blew hard 
and turned the windmill as he pumped the water from underground to the top.” Yes, 
John? 
S The wind’s kinetic. 
Mr D Kinetic energy, yes. It is turning into ____? So the wind is kinetic, turning the 
windmill--what’s it doing to the water? 
S Pumping. 
Mr D Lifting it from? 
Ss The ground.  
Mr D Lifting the ground to the top. So that means it’s creating? 
S1 Potential. 
S2 Potential energy. 
Mr D Gravitational potential energy. [Continues reading rapidly in deadpan voice as 
though to get HW out of the way] “At the flick of a switch the washing machine 
started turning and (turning/churning) the [indistinct] clothes.” What did (the switch 
do/we switch to)? 
Ss Power. 
Mr D Which is what form of energy? 
S Electric. 
Mr D Electrical. And it’s making the machine? 
Ss  Kinetic. 
Mr D Which is kinetic. [Maintaining a deadpan voice] “C1. 2-1-0 and the rocket belts fire 
and smoke the ground shook and with a deafening roar the rocket left the launch-
pad.” What’s the energy in the rocket? 
S1 Fuel.  
S2:  Electric. 
Mr D Which is? That’s not one of your turn. 
S Chemical 
Mr D Chemical. And it’s turning into? 
S Kinetic. 
Mr D Kinetic. 
S Isn’t it gravitational? 
Mr D And as it takes off from the ground it’s turning into gravitational potential energy. 
 
In relation to his way of representing the world and indicating what could be taken for 
granted, the first features of the text that struck me were the way pronouns were being used, 
assumptions were being made, as well as some notable absences, and some discourse-specific 
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words. For example, the impersonal use of pronouns such as “you” and “we” suggest the set 
roles expected of all participants in this classroom. Uses of “the” may indicate what can be 
taken for granted as given (such as the discrete range of words that can be used to describe 
“the” different types of energy in science). Other assumptions are contained in “how we do 
things at Forestcrest” which assumes a singular perspective that applies to everyone, and in 
“as you carry on and do your experiments”, which assumes unquestioning student 
compliance with his plans. Notable absences in the extract include absence of talk that would 
facilitate transitions in the lesson or would help build relationships with students, and the 
absence of any appreciation of narrative or dramatic intent in the homework questions. Terms 
with particular connotations include “move in quietly”,” homework”, “questions”, which 
depict the classroom as a workplace where tasks are to be completed (cf. Roth, 1992—more 
on this below). 
In general Mr D’s pace was strong, and his tone unusually monotonous, with regard to all 
of loudness, pitch, pace, and (lack of) intensity. Inflexions were used not to enhance 
conceptual meaning but only to signal the end of a sentence or question that required action 
on the part of students (e.g., “thir-teen” was obviously the signal for students to open their 
books and have their answers ready to show the teacher as he walked around checking that 
they had completed their homework). He was serious and dignified at all times and avoided 
colloquial language or personal pronouns and students’ names (with one exception). He used 
only technical or scientific-sounding terms (even describing the researcher as having been a 
science teacher for “a number of” years), reworded students’ responses when they were less 
precise, and provided scaffolding (“lifting it from?”) when a student’s answer (“pumping”) 
was not helpful for identifying the answer he required (“gravitational potential energy”). He 
recontextualized the textbook narratives so as to focus only on their scientific content, 
avoided anything personal including references either to himself or the students, kept the talk 
at as abstract a level as possible (for example converting simple narrative past tense (e.g., 
“turned”, “pumped”) into the continuous present (“turning”, “pumping”, “creating”), and 
downplayed the use of narrative and drama in the homework task by making as little of it as 
possible and not even acknowledging its presence. Even the novelty of having a visitor from 
a university in the room is downplayed (“She … has just come out to see ... she’ll be just 
walking round the room”, emphasis added). There was no dialogue with her or with anyone 
else, either in this extract or during the rest of the lesson, beyond what was essential for the 
lesson to proceed and the practical procedure to be explained to students. When there was 
talk, much use was made of the typical “Triadic Dialogue pattern” (IRE: initiation/question, 
response, evaluation or elaboration) that ensures the teacher has almost total control over 
proceedings (cf. Lemke, 1990, p. 8). It is rather minimalist in this case, however. There was 
little elaboration beyond that necessary to elicit the correct answer with the one exception 
being when a student appeared to challenge the previous answer in the last exchange of the 
extract. In this case, because the student used a “yes-no” type question and the teacher replied 
with a statement that appeared to be simply an extension of his previous answer (“And as…), 
from an interactive point of view it seemed that the teacher ignored him, even though he 
indirectly affirmed the student’s answer as he (the teacher) took back control over the 
proceedings. At times the only sign that a student had answered correctly was the fact that the 
teacher proceeded to a further question. Where a student answered with one word, the teacher 
sometimes expanded this to two or three (e.g., “gravitational potential energy”), but gave no 
elaboration that would let the student in question (or other students) know whether or not all 
three words would be required to gain marks in a test/quiz. 
In fact there was much ellipsis in the way the teacher interacted with students, with 
students having to extrapolate from a word, a phrase, or a clause to understand what was 
required of them (e.g., “Questions.” “Lifting it from?” “So if you can get your homework out 
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please.”). Similarly the students needed only give one or two word replies (“potential” 
“power” “electric” “the ground”. Some of these are examples of grammatical metaphor, 
where one grammatical function (e.g., a statement or a descriptor) is used when another one 
(a command or a nominal group, respectively) is meant. Such ellipsis results in the meaning 
frequently being imprecise on both sides, with the following exchange being only one 
example of many preceding and following it.  
Mr D Electrical. And it’s making the machine? 
Ss  Kinetic. 
It is likely that a student who was confused about the energy topic at the beginning of the 
lesson, would be even more confused after this type of exchange, in which a single 
descriptor, “kinetic”, stands in for a process and the categorization of the process as having a 
particular abstract property (“[making the machine turn the clothes, which means the system 
has] kinetic [energy]”). Students who expected exchanges that made sense in themselves 
without reading the questioner’s and respondents’ minds would be frustrated. Only students 
who were aware that the language game was not about making sense in the immediate 
context but rather about matching the word problems with new technical terms learnt in the 
previous lesson, could appreciate the short-cutting that was going on as some of the students 
provided the words that they thought the teacher wanted to hear, even when such words 
didn’t really fit the question he had asked. In terms of intertextuality, the sequence depends 
heavily on absent texts (such as the previous day’s lesson and probably the textbook section 
preceding the exercise), yet nowhere is this even mentioned. 
Lemke (1990) refers to two kinds of dialogue that allow students to escape from the 
absolute control of the triadic dialogue pattern: True Dialogue and Cross-Discussion. There is 
little True Dialogue evident in the text above, either by way of the teacher asking questions to 
which he does not know the answer, or by student-initiated questions or comments. One 
exception is the final exchange already referred to above where one student questions the 
previous answer. However, rather than welcoming this directly, the teacher appears to ignore 
it as though he’s putting the student in his place for leaping ahead. On the other hand, the 
teacher tolerates almost incessant chat (which probably could not be classified as relevant 
Cross-Discussion) among students as long as they are progressing with the given task of 
getting out their homework (or later in the class completing the laboratory task). 
With regard to lesson cohesion, Mr D provides a lexical chain relating to energy, one 
(mainly at an implicit level) relating to lesson progression, one relating to the sequence of 
homework questions, and, during the introduction of the visitor, brief chains relating to the 
teacher, students, and the school. The following summary outlines the main stages of the 
extract and the addition of bolding to the original text indicates these lexical chains. [As will 
be evident, in many cases the move to a new activity has to be deduced from single words, 
such as “please”. Links between these stages have to be guessed as they are not made 
explicit.] 
 
Move in quietly please. Sit down, please. [Implicit indication that the lesson is 
beginning.]  
We’ve got a visitor this afternoon …. science teacher …. how we do things at 
Forestcrest. As you carry on and do your experiments she’ll …..room [This seems to have 
the dual purpose of introducing the visitor (as another science teacher) and of letting the 
students know that they will be doing an experiment later in the lesson.] 
Last night’s homework, please, was questions …[This appears to be a command or a 
request for students to have their books open to display their homework to Mr D as he walks 
around the room.] 
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Right … please. Ah, excuse me. Questions … [Transition to publicly checking answers 
for correctness.] 
… some of the energy changes …each of the following “The wind blew hard and ….. Yes 
John? kinetic energy, yes. It is turning into? Turning the windmill [] …gravitational potential 
energy. “At the flick of …What did the switch do? …which is what form of 
energy…electrical…which is kinetic….What’s the energy … which is? …turn … chemical. 
… turning into …kinetic. …gravitational potential energy. [Teacher eliciting answers from 
students using wh- questions and confirming them.] 
 
The lexical chain relating to energy and energy changes begins with the reading of the 
first homework question and ceases with the final homework question and does not reappear 
again for the remainder of the lesson. Hence, the main link between the different parts of the 
lesson seems one of regulatory strategies rather than a cognitive thread. In terms of overall 
coherence, rather than making sense in terms of a single scientific topic or theme, the lesson 
seems to hang together only in its observance of the action genres of a science lesson 
(checking homework and doing an experiment), and even then partly through students’ 
familiarity with Mr D’s processes and elliptical or implied commands. A new or naïve 
student could have a great deal of difficulty in understanding exactly what he or she was 
meant to be doing at any stage of the lesson. 
Lexical density, a measure of the proportion of content words to the total count of words 
used (Eggins, 1994), is high both in the exchanges that take place as the homework is being 
publicly “corrected” and later in the instructions for the bench (practical) work. It is lower, 
however, for both the teacher narrative about the researcher at the beginning of the class and 
in the story-like sentences he takes directly from the textbook. While correcting the 
homework, the pacing of the talk was hurried, with minimal repetition and minimal 
elaboration. Yet the practical activity itself was relatively unhurried with students apparently 
having more than enough time to copy down the table, take the minute-apart temperature 
readings, and tabulate the results. The excerpt reveals little meta-talk that might be seen to 
detract from the science talk, not even at the level of classroom management. There was no 
checking that students were ready to move on to the next stage of the lesson, or checking for 
understanding of concepts or of the purpose of the particular experiment. 
Apart from one small incident when a student was reprimanded sharply for being out of 
place and all student talk stopped completely for a few seconds, students appeared contented 
enough during the remainder of the class, happily chatting their way through the period with 
their friends, perhaps enjoying a welcome break from the alternative teacher-centered 
lessons. However, I was surprised that the teacher considered the students sufficiently 
motivated and engaged with science to warrant his self-nomination for the project. From my 
point of view, student tasks seemed to be relatively passive and of a low order of intellectual 
challenge, and students did not seem to be engaging beyond the minimal level expected of 
them, completing a homework task in which the answers could probably have been guessed 
from words in bold on the previous few pages of the textbook, and carrying out the 
instructions of the experiment as listed in their science textbook (with most of the time going 
to taking the temperature of water at one-minute intervals and noting this on the table copied 
directly from the whiteboard), in both cases without any prompting to integrate or apply their 
knowledge. 
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A transitivity analysis3 shows that, once the researcher has been introduced and the 
homework books viewed, people (including even the teacher and students) are rarely referred 
to again. After disposing as efficiently as possible of the introduction to the visiting 
researcher, the nature of the participants referred to by the teacher changes. Although one 
student, John, is referred to by name, personal pronouns such as I, me, you, he, or she are 
virtually absent. There was one reference to an impersonal “he” as an agent in one of the 
homework questions but even this is omitted from the subsequent discussion about wind, 
windmills and water. Also absent are words referring to mental or verbal processes. There is 
no reference to thinking, understanding, discussing, and so on (no-one is asked or states what 
they think or why, or what they understand, mean or are learning). Even in the one exception, 
quoted directly from the textbook, the verbal process “are being described” is in the agentless 
passive voice. On the other hand, material processes (e.g., blew, turned, pumped, belts, etc.) 
abound, as do identifying relational processes that classify (i.e., [this] is [that]), which 
account almost entirely for the remainder of the processes used by Mr D. “That means” is 
impersonal and is another example of identification and classification. Circumstances are 
sometimes referred to (e.g., “from the ground to the top”, “at the flick of a switch”) to cue 
students into the type of energy involved, and sometimes ignored (“with a deafening roar”).  
Mr D shows no sign of particular commitment to what he is saying. In a verbal equivalent 
to his lack of tonal expressivity, he seems to avoid using language belonging to what Martin 
(1997) calls the “appraisal” system (attitudinal words communicating affect, judgment or 
appreciation; words that attempt to engage; or words expressing force or focus). These 
behaviors could be seen to increase his status, as more powerful persons do not need to show 
deference, explain themselves, or make themselves vulnerable to challenge (Eggins, 1994). 
More significantly, it could also imply that science, the process of learning science, and his 
method of teaching science are all purely objective processes, and as such are not to be 
questioned. On the other hand, he does soften his commands at the beginning of the class, 
with the use of “please” and sometimes responds with “Thank you” when a student shows 
him his homework, like a polite person who respects his students. 
In terms of communicating successfully with students, his talk is less promising. His 
choice of textbook could suggest that he is aware of the interests, language needs and 
experiences of his young audience. The sentences taken directly from the textbook are likely 
to be acceptable to most of the students, since they are expressed in language that would be 
easily understood by and appeal to this age group, everyday language including concrete, 
narrative detail, dramatic phrasing and colorful language (e.g., “At the flick of a switch …”; 
“2,1,0, and the rocket belts fire and smoke, the ground shook, and, with a deafening roar, the 
rocket left the launch-pad.”). “Windmills” and “rockets” may be outside the experience of 
most students but could be intriguing. However, Mr D, by reading these sentences rapidly in 
a monotone, reduces their importance and focuses only on their use in discussing energy. He 
immediately reduces the mini-narratives of events in the past to decontextualised, abstract 
terms relating to the timeless present, whose relationship to each other is glossed over. This 
suggests that he believes that the learning of science should avoid everyday language, and 
dispense with the kind of exploration or clarification that some students might need. 
The energy terms he uses (“energy changes …kinetic energy…gravitational, potential 
energy, what form of energy …. chemical”), which he told me he had introduced the previous 
day, are likely to be unfamiliar still to many of the students and the literature would suggest 
                                                 
3
 This is a term from systemic functional linguistics, which refers to the parsing of clauses to show the 
relative positions of participants, processes, circumstances and connectors (cf. Martin, 1992, citing Halliday, 
1973). 
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that many students would have misconceptions about such new scientific terms. And yet he 
makes no effort to use the homework examples to re-explain and exemplify the different 
forms of energy and any changes between them, but rather treats the exercise as little more 
than a simple one of labeling materials or material processes as being equivalent to forms of 
energy, even when, strictly speaking, this is not true (e.g., “it’s making the machine …which 
is kinetic.” “Fuel … is … chemical. And it’s turning into …kinetic”). 
Mr D’s style is a mixture of the forms found in both spoken and written texts. It is typical 
of spoken text in containing much ellipsis, in using commands and questions as well as 
statements (all three often in elliptical form), in the way these are strung together with “And” 
and “which is”, and in his lack of metadiscourse elements (such as author commentary). 
However, with the exception of “Righto” that Mr D uses later in the lesson to attract students 
attention, because he tends to avoid colloquial terms and expressions, to use technical terms 
wherever possible, and to avoid subjective judgment, his talk is more typical of formal 
written texts, especially in science, as is also the higher lexical density of his questioning and 
the lack of “intricacy” in his sentence structures (cf. Eggins, 1994). (With the exception of his 
tendency to extend students’ replies by using clauses beginning with “and” and “which”, 
once the lesson is under way, as a general rule his sentences consist of a single clause and 
have no embedded or qualifying clauses. Linguistically, in terms of impressing a lay audience 
with his superior status as an apparently scientific person, these practices may be successful. 
In terms of audience reception, however, his discourse is not likely to be persuasive or to 
engage his young students beyond the few who already know how to “talk science” 
successfully. 
Exemplar 2: Introductory aerodynamics lesson with a Year 10 science class. 
The second teacher, Mrs L, was both a Science and Mathematics HoD/Chair), and had a 
few years previously been a Sports and Physical Education HoD. She was teaching in a girls' 
secondary Catholic school in a large regional city in Queensland. In her mid-forties, 
hyperactive by her own description, labeled a “livewire” by another science HoD in the area, 
she was of short stature, and was almost indistinguishable from her students when she 
mingled with them for group work, both in terms of voice, and visibility, though in the 
instruction segment her voice was louder and she used considerably more emphasis. The 
Year 10 class was described as a middle level class4. The school had an unusually high rate of 
enrolment in senior physics and chemistry, and commendable results in both subjects.  
Because of a team-teaching arrangement that meant that different science specialists 
taught particular science units across all classes at that level, this lesson in introductory 
aerodynamics (at the beginning of Term III) was the first Mrs L had conducted with this class 
since Term I when teacher and class had “had a ball” (“because I …realized that I needed to 
be quite structured and I’d go back over every idea every time”). In this lesson, after the 
segment represented by the following extract, Mrs L demonstrated her three paper planes, 
which she then provided as construction models for the students. She had told me that, in this 
lesson, her goal was simply to have the students work in groups of three to make three 
different paper planes each to gain hands-on experience (“These kids need hands-on”), as 
well as to provide practice in following extended sets of directions (one had 19 steps) and 
diagrams requiring spatial as well as verbal intelligence. Students were told that, in the 
following lesson, as well as researching real planes and trialing a fourth design of their 
choice, they would also have a flying competition using their choice of one of the planes their 
                                                 
4
 Students seen as at increased risk of failing science had been filtered into another class, and another 
Year 10 class was described as more advanced. Nevertheless this class had a spread of levels and some would 
go on to do Year 11 Chemistry. 
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group had constructed. They were prompted to be thinking about factors likely to affect how 
well their planes would fly as they followed directions in constructing three different models. 
After students collected both a model-building instruction sheet and a worksheet that they 
were told they would need to complete for assessment during this unit, they spent the rest of 
the lesson, seriously, but also with great hilarity when things did not work out, making the 
planes. 
Parallel to my treatment of the first lesson segment, the first four and a half minutes of 
Mrs L’s lesson, in this case slightly abridged in that the researcher’s introduction has been 
omitted as being largely irrelevant to my purpose here of analyzing teacher talk. Again the 
text is interspersed with annotations with regard to the action taking place, as well as auditory 
aspects otherwise lost in transcribing, such as tone and non-verbal responses, such as giggles 
or silence from the students. As with the first extract this will be followed by a description 
highlighting words or phrases that act as linguistic markers of the power relationship and of 
ways of relating generally, ways of representing school science, and ways of identifying both 
the teacher herself and her students, including any assumptions being made. 
 
[Indistinct talking and noises in the background as teacher and students come into the 
classroom.] Tomorrow. [Indistinct but sounds like one student talking with another near the 
microphone]... What do I have to do? 
Mrs L [Enthusiastically, to a student who shows her something] O-oh! Very well done! 
[Giving activity handout to researcher] You can introduce yourself and that’s the 
task.  
[Researcher] Oh, OK. Thanks. 
Ss [As talking continues for approximately 45 seconds, snatches of voices near the tape 
recorder emerge, mainly spoken by one (student) voice with some of the responses 
possibly provided by the teacher] Do we have that [Indistinct] thing today or 
tomorrow? [Indistinct] well, we’re moving house and I couldn’t find it this morning 
[indistinct] late tomorrow? Is it? ...What do I have to do? ...late tomorrow afternoon 
... I have to go to art ...have to go to your ordinary class. When is it? Tomorrow? In 
the morning? [Continuing noise, including some raucous laughter.] 
Mrs L [Indistinct] I know, you’re with Miss R’s group, and Mr L’s and Mrs C’s are 
together but I can’t remember [indistinct]. [Raises voice] Ah, girls, excuse me, are 
we all here now, do you think? 
S1 Yes. 
S2 [Indistinct] in 102 or 304. 
Mrs L A-a-ah, yes. It’s one, two. Alright. Thanks. Sh-h. [Indistinct] Can I ask you to 
remove your hats, then [indistinct]? 
Ss [Students are now silent] 
Mrs L That’s tempting, isn’t it, Tessa, to play with that? 
Ss [Giggles.] 
Mrs L U-um. 
Ss Giggles petering out. 
S [Indistinct] 
Mrs L [Quietly, as though to the one student] Thank you. [Raises voices to announce] Ah, 
I have a guest who would like to introduce herself to you and tell you a little bit 
about why she’s here with me and then we’ll start the lesson. 
[Researcher introduces herself and explains that she is there to research science education 
and will be observing, recording, and taking photos of the teacher but generally not the 
students who are not the focus of her research. This takes about 50 seconds.] 
Mrs L Right, so it’s to do with looking at me. Alright? 
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S [Indistinct but sounds like a question]? 
Mrs L Ah, no, I volunteered, didn’t I? 
MH Yeah. 
Mrs L I volunteered. 
S [Indistinct] 
Mrs L Are you ready? Yes girls, alright? Who’s ever flown a paper plane?  
Ss [Inaudible, but it is likely that students have raised their hands] 
Mrs L Excellent! How many different types have you made? 
Ss [Several voices including “One”]. 
Mrs L Have you made only one? Right, because how many different types of paper planes 
are there? 
Ss [Several voices speaking at once including “a lot” “a million”] 
Mrs L Only one? 
Ss A lot. 
Mrs L Are you ready? [Adopting a more formal tone] Mrs L has never studied paper planes 
in her life until--  
S [Indistinct] 
Mrs L [Aside in lower voice]--we’ll just check that she’s got on the floor [several paper 
planes have been set out on the low platform on which she is standing at the front of 
the classroom]—that’s the other one, isn’t it? –until [raising her voice again and 
speaking clearly and deliberately]—a true story girls [Slight giggle]— 
Ss [Polite giggle from at least one student in response] 
Mrs L —until, the other night—I will share with you a bit of my personal life—the other 
night I decided I wanted to look at paper planes a bit because we’re studying 
physics. This is really interesting and my computer’s in my bedroom. So the other 
night (continues with `smile’ in her voice)—this is true—my husband and I were 
throwing paper planes in the bedroom for about an hour and a half.  
Ss [Giggles] 
Mrs L We downloaded all these directions off the Internet. And I said to him “Please help 
me”—because I’m female and he’s male, and I presumed that I wasn’t any good at 
making paper planes and he was. Then he had to spend an hour and a half helping 
me make the paper planes. [Adopting a more serious tone] So have a look. (Indicates 
the paper plane models she has displayed on the platform.) These are the a, like 
these are the three that I found to make. I do actually have copies of lots of other 
ones, and I’m led to believe there’s heaps more, and heaps of Internet sites--on paper 
planes. So, you’re going to make three today for me [Indistinct as she drops her 
voice] experiment and we’ll go through that. [Raises voice] But anyway, this is my 
first one. Alright?  
S [Coughs] 
Mrs L Now, the other interesting thing—I find these paper planes—[adopts an amused 
tone] never perform the way you want them to perform! 
 This extract seems to provide evidence of a quite different way of representing the world 
of school science, and the roles and identities of the participants. A transitivity analysis 
reveals that Mrs L made extensive use of mental and verbal processes (e.g., “remember”, 
“think”, “like”, “introduce”, “tell”, “studied”, “presumed”, “find”) that would indicate that 
what is going on in minds is seen as a significant part of the lesson (“Are you ready?” would 
also fit here). They imply that teaching and learning are to some extent interpersonal 
processes and to some extent individual processes depending on one’s frame of mind. The 
participants in most clauses are people (or pronouns standing in for them), and they are 
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generally represented as being actors rather than acted upon. For example, Mrs L represented 
students as active agents (makers of paper planes) like her, and later directly related this 
activity to physics. On the other hand, the students were the objects of the (very polite) “Can 
I ask …?” but are then made the subjects of “to remove your hats”, and “do you think?”  
Making paper planes in itself might be something that any science teacher of the topic 
might refer to, but there is novelty in giving a whole class period to it. (In other cases, 
experience in making them might be assumed, seen as unimportant, or even seen as a threat 
to future control by the teacher). Along with her choice of activity, Mrs L used (generally 
non-Latinate) inexact, colloquial language (“a little bit”, “all these directions”, “like these 
are”, “heaps more”, “have a look”) and to accept its use by her students in a way that a more 
typical scientist or science educator might not do in a science-related context. She also mixed 
talk about physics with talk about her (and the students’) personal experiences, and 
mentioned the word “physics” in the context of a personal tale.  
The “bedroom” story could be seen as quite transgressive in the context of teaching a 
serious subject like physics, not only because it was personal, but also because it was a 
narrative of an actual event, and was introduced humorously as a third-person narrative with 
overtones of “girl-talk”. It was likely calculated to appeal to this particular group of girls to 
help them to begin to negotiate the difficult identity conflict potentially involved in being a 
female and doing physics, a subject traditionally seen as almost exclusively the province of 
males, and hence a subject whose uptake might make a girl seem less attractive to boys just at 
an age when heterosexual romantic relationships might be of particular interest to many of 
them. At the same time this story subtly demonstrated both that the activity could be a fun 
social activity that you could share with a male, and one that she had chosen to do in her own 
personal time. Her use of pronouns (I, me, you, and she), was also more personal (she even 
seems to make a point of including them where they could be omitted, for example, when she 
uses “to you” and “with me” in the introduction to the visitor) thus transgressing the stylistic 
norm of depersonalization (cf. Lemke, 1990). She also chose to talk in terms of actual 
concrete events and did not shy away from humor or hinting at possible drama, thus 
transgressing another of the stylistic norms Lemke listed. 
Her talk was much less dense lexically, especially in this extract with its narrative, but 
given that she did talk more extensively, with the talk developing along a designed track, she 
did (in the five minutes following those represented in the extract above) eventually introduce 
(or, rather, prompted the students to introduce) the relevant technical terms, expressed as 
abstract nominalizations, however taking care to stress them and repeat the words so that all 
students had a chance to hear and think about them explicitly. 
With regard to interpersonal teacher-student ways of relating, the first features that struck 
me included the fact that, in Mrs L’s class, students could apparently initiate interactions, 
questions and comments without fear of repercussions for taking control from the teacher 
(including a potentially challenging question about the teacher’s role in the researcher’s 
project that was indistinct on the audiotape but that merited a teacher response, including 
checking out her reply with the researcher). In general pre-class chat suggests that students 
were affirmed (praised, named, answered) without having to be top science students, that 
science was not treated as over-riding and excluding everything else, and that the teacher 
could express ignorance or doubt and model the taking of risks in trying out new and 
unfamiliar behavior (which also included volunteering for research). Meta-talk was used to 
manage the class and check that students were ready to proceed (“Are you ready? … 
Alright?), as well as providing a commentary on her own behavior (“We’ll just check that 
she’s got…”, “I will share with you a bit of my personal life”). She used many questions, thus 
involving students. They were questions that recognized difference and assumed a range of 
student responses (e.g., “Who’s ever…how many different types”). At the same time they 
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were closed questions, which allowed her to keep tight control of interactions in this segment 
of the lesson. As well as being evident in the student practice of initiating dialogue with the 
teacher both at the beginning and later in the class, True Dialogue (cf. Lemke, 1990) was also 
evident in the type of questions (real questions) the teacher asked of the students (“Who’s 
ever flown a paper plane?”) and the way she enthusiastically welcomed responses by the 
students (“Excellent!”). Students were permitted private Cross-Discussion (cf. Lemke, 1990) 
later in the class but this did not occur while Mrs L was addressing the class as a whole. 
Mrs L was also quite explicit in her expression of appraisal, including affect and personal 
judgments, and did so clearly and forcefully. She committed herself to a range of value 
expressions (“Excellent”, “true” “really interesting”) and seemed to mean it even in the 
instances when she is also to some extent speaking “tongue in cheek”. She was very 
affirming when someone had achieved something she believed was important (“O-oh! Very 
well done!”), very enthusiastic when students joined in the discussion and answered her 
questions, and empathetic even when indirectly reproving a student for playing with 
something prohibited (at least for the moment) (“Oh, it’s tempting, Tessa, isn’t it to play with 
that?”). Her tone and pace ranged widely, for example including clearly accentuated 
questions and statements, lower-toned asides, fast-paced chat, and more formal, if ironical, 
story telling. 
She used a variety of speech actions (questions, orders and statements) and modal forms 
(including “Can I ask …”, “who would like …”, and “I’m led to believe”) that modify her 
truth claims and invite or allow negotiation on them by her listeners. As such they also 
represent a choice that showed deference and reduced the status she had by virtue of the 
power differences inherent in their teacher and student roles (cf. Eggins, 1994; Martin, 1997), 
a power difference evident in the fact that the teacher, was, after all, doing most of the talking 
at this stage. Such deferential use of modalization can also reflect relative lack of recent 
frequent contact (Eggins, 1994) and, as such, could be seen as evidence that Mrs L was not 
presuming too much on her prior relationship with the class, but was renegotiating to gain 
their trust and respect. She took risks and made herself vulnerable by showing definite and 
strong commitment to her evaluations, and by owning her own experiences, decisions, and 
presumptions, both in the language she used (“This is really interesting”, “Mrs L has never 
studied paper planes”, “I decided I wanted”, “I find”) and in her use of tonal emphasis. 
With regard to cohesion and coherence, she was quite precise in specifying logical 
connections between the different parts of her introduction, and most students should have 
been able to follow the progression, using the cohesive ties identified in the following 
abbreviated version of the text. I have changed to bold type the words that advance the action, 
as well as words that could be classified as belonging to the lexical chains that connect the 
parts and aid cohesion. One chain relates to paper planes, one to lesson progression and 
regulation, one relates to herself and the students using names and pronouns, and one has to 
do with verbal and mental processes. 
 
Very well done!… You can introduce yourself… I can’t remember. [Entry to class, 
private talk between students, between teacher and researcher and between teacher and 
students] 
Ah, girls, excuse me, are we all here now, do you think? … Can I ask you to remove 
your hats, then? … I have a guest ….then we’ll start the lesson….Are you ready? Yes, 
girls, alright? [Negotiating the start of class] 
Who’s ever flown a paper plane? …. only one? Because how many different types of 
paper planes are there?…. [Introducing the theme and the idea that there are different 
designs]  
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Are you ready? Mrs L has never studied paper planes….the other night….downloaded 
….said to him …he had to spend and hour and a half helping me make the paper planes. [The 
amusing anecdote to engage her audience and warm them up to spending serious time on the 
coming activity] 
So have a look. These are the….three that I found to make….So, you’re going to make 
three today for me ….and we’ll go through that. But anyway, this is my first one. Alright? 
[Reconnecting to lesson theme, and the idea of different designs of paper planes] 
Now, the other interesting thing—I find these paper planes never perform the way you 
want them to perform. [Reverting to amusing story-telling mode, this serves as a dual purpose 
transition: it leads into the next activity where she actually launches planes to demonstrate the 
idea of trajectories and invite discussion about variables affecting flight, but it also deals 
humorously with the possible threat of failure to control physical objects that could prevent 
students from identifying with her and later partaking in a practical activity related to paper 
planes] 
 
With regard to personal style, Mrs L resembles Mr D in that in some ways her use of 
language was quite formal and more like written text, while in other ways it was more like 
spoken text. However, her choice of which features of each mode she used are in contrast 
with those of Mr D. She used very little ellipsis, generally speaking in complete sentences, 
and clearly repeating key words (paper plane(s) is repeated in full nine times in this extract as 
well as being referred to in other ways by herself and her students), and being explicit in her 
use of cohesive ties. Her story telling was rather formal, even to the extent of creating herself 
as a character (“Mrs L”) in the story, and adding an explanatory, authorial commentary 
(“This is a true story….I will share with you …. because we’re studying physics …This is 
really interesting…. because I’m male and he’s female”). 
On the other hand, she also used many features of more informal spoken language, 
including colloquial terms, a lower use of nominalization or grammatical metaphor (e.g. It’s 
to do with looking at me” (cf. a possible alternative, “research on my teaching”); “Mrs L has 
never studied [making and flying] paper planes” (cf. “studied aerodynamics”); and “never 
perform the way you want them to perform” (cf. “don’t perform properly”)). However some 
of her questions could also be seen as implied commands (“Can I ask you to remove your 
hats …?”) and hence may be grammatical metaphors. She used more intricate sentence 
structures (e.g. “We downloaded … because ….and … and I said to him … and I presumed 
that I wasn’t … and …”) than would be normal in written English, and also used direct 
speech (“And I said to him, `Please help me’”). She also made use of all the resources at her 
disposal in relation to intonation, pacing, and volume, within every sentence. Key words were 
stressed and repeated carefully until she was sure that all students had heard them.  
In summary, Mrs L’s talk invited personal input from students, she allowed a student to 
question her and took the time to give her a serious answer, and she talked in a more 
conversational way and used a range of intonation to make the lesson more interesting. Yet 
she also spoke formally and at times quite slowly and carefully, making sure that all students 
could hear and understand the key words and would know what was going on, and how the 
different parts of the introduction led to following part. She distinctly explained what she was 
doing and why. Hence it could be said that she treated her students with deference and was 
concerned about their needs being met (with psychological concerns being seen as also 
relevant to having their educational needs met). In doing so she relinquished some of her 
power and control but probably gained some respect and trust in return. Hence, this extract 
could be seen as representing a more engaging and democratic way of enacting the 
curriculum than that evident in Example 1. 
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Networks of practices 
With regard to recontextualization, my interviews with the teachers provided some clues 
about where the above lessons would be situated within broader social practice (in 
sociolinguistic terms, in genre chains and/or networks of practices) and this may explain 
some of the differences found linguistically. Mrs L seemed to envisage the Year 10 lesson as 
being a link in several social practice networks, firstly in relation to school science (between 
the syllabus document and student writing/assessment and reporting, secondly in relation to 
the professional development of both herself and her science staff/faculty (in that she was 
trialing a new learning activity she had told them about, within a general move towards more 
outcomes-based curricula). Thirdly, the lesson could be linked to research and development 
in science education, with the researcher as an obvious but not necessary link, given that Mrs 
L also attended science education research conferences and presented at science teachers’ 
conferences herself. Finally, it also came out in the interview that interactions with her own 
children, one of whom was very bright and one of whom had learning difficulties, also 
influenced what she did in her teaching, making her see (amongst other things) the necessity 
for open-ended tasks catering for a range of levels, and clear directions, respectively. Many 
of these related genres involve spoken dialogue rather than written text (with the text book 
being notably absent), which probably influenced how elements of them became 
recontextualized in her lesson. 
The interview with Mr D made it apparent that he was not at all interested in pedagogical 
professional development, or curriculum development and change and that his Year 8 lesson 
would belong to somewhat more limited chains or networks of practice. In the first place, it is 
similar to Mrs L’s lesson in serving as a link in the school science chain somewhere between 
the science syllabus document and textbook and student writing/assessment and reporting. In 
the second place it could serve as a step in the training of future scientists (or at least 
laboratory technicians). Both lessons were also likely to be playing roles in the 
implementation of school policy, at least as this was perceived by the teacher, which could 
explain some but not all of the differences I found. 
IDEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES AFFECTING EQUITABLE ACCESS 
My interpretation thus far of both texts can be seen to be partly based on a descriptive 
linguistic analysis of the text itself but also on my understanding of both the local and wider 
institutional and social contexts. The following discussion will extend the interpretation into 
an explanation of the main differences found between the discourse practices of the two 
teachers in terms of the problem identified in the introductory part of this article, inequitable 
access to science education, and in the light of what the teachers told me in the interviews. I 
will frame the discussion using the three ways that Fairclough (2003) saw discourse as 
figuring in social practices: I ways of representing, II ways of acting and relating, and III 
ways of identifying/being. I posit the notion that the two different sets of discourse practices 
represent two fundamentally different ideological positions. Table 2 presents this as a 
contrast between teacher discourse practices that are access-limiting and teacher discourse 
practices that are access-enhancing, based on those found in the extracts taken from Mr D’s 
and Mrs L’s lessons respectively. 
Ways of Representing School Science  
Science was represented in different ways by the two teachers. This was indicated by the 
different ways they talked about science, by the ways they kept or shared control, and by the 




Summary of differences between two sets of discourse practices 
 Access-Limiting Access-Enhancing 
I. Representing Science 
Talk about science  Impersonal transmission of technical knowledge that is 
abstract, dense and low in coherence for students 
A coherent extension of everyday talk that relates new learning to 
students’ interests, and allows for personal needs and concerns 
Authority Teacher controls lesson content, pacing, and 
communication; knowledge is provided by the teacher 
and the textbook 
Teacher decides content, pacing and participation based on student 
feedback; knowledge is negotiated between teacher and students and 
learning is modelled by the teacher 
Classroom learning 
environment 
Classroom as work-place: learning is about task-
completion, getting right answers, and following 
directions for practical activities 
Classroom as learning community:  
learning is for understanding and about making decisions based on 
talking, finding information, negotiating how to proceed, and 
investigating possibilities 
II. Acting and Relating to Students 
Teaching style 
 
Teacher exhibits a limited range of non-responsive 
ways of acting and interacting and is not verbally 
explicit  
Teacher exhibits a wide range of ways of acting and interacting to 
address the needs of the class and his/her own teaching goals 
Pacing/sequencing Rapid: suits advantaged students Responsive: suits most students 
Dialogue Monologue or triadic dialogue; off-task cross-
discussion allowed with teacher talking over it 
Both true dialogue and relevant cross-discussion allowed and 
encouraged when appropriate 
III. Identifying  
Teacher role To be the authority, make sure that homework and 
practical activities are completed correctly and that 
class runs like clockwork 
To facilitate proceedings for all, to engage students in the topic, and 
provide the activities they need to learn with understanding 
Student role To complete tasks, give right answers, deduce teacher’s 
wishes and comply with them 
To participate in talk and activities, relate these to prior experience, 
learn new terms, and understand scientific principles  
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Classroom science.  In the Exemplar 1 extract, both explicitly and implicitly, school 
science is represented as being almost entirely about things and about classifying material 
processes in scientific terms, and as having little to do with students’ lives and interests or 
people more generally. In the Exemplar 2 extract science is made directly relevant to 
everyday happenings and social experiences, and can be approached initially using non-
specialized language. 
Both classrooms exemplified what their teachers believed the goals of science to be, as 
expressed in their interviews with me. Mr D indicated that he saw laboratory activities as 
being very important to teach process skills that future scientists would need. He described 
himself as being opposed to using new curricula that presented science in the context of 
applied situations or included sections on language. Apparently in ignorance of the huge 
literature on misconceptions, he asserted that if students were taught the basic scientific 
concepts and principles, they would be able to apply scientific principles to their everyday 
lives. Mrs L on the other hand, asserted that students needed to be taught how to make 
connections between science knowledge and its applications, and to be encouraged to take 
responsibility for their own science-related decisions. She said she had adopted the national 
goals for science and wanted to make sure that students were developing skills (thinking and 
communicating along with investigating), attitudes and values, as well as building up their 
knowledge in the discipline-related strands. 
Authority in science. In the Exemplar 1 extract, the teacher was the arbiter of how 
classroom science would proceed, with students allowed little or no participation in deciding 
how the curriculum would be enacted. Discussion was not entered into and ambiguities were 
not clarified. Science was therefore represented as being the domain of experts and knowing 
science could be equated with knowing what answers the teacher (and textbook) expected 
with the boundary between the teacher and the textbook being blurred. This obscuring of 
agency and authority would make any challenge improbable if not impossible for most 
students. Finally, no use was made of modalizations which would imply thinkers with 
different opinions and hence open up a space for dialogue. One is left with the impression of 
a single, impersonal authority that cannot be challenged, partly because it is unnamed, 
impersonal, and invisible, and partly because Mr D’s language does not invite or reward 
discussion. 
In the Exemplar 2 extract, although the teacher also tightly controlled the activity 
structure, she shared control to some extent with the students. The message about science in 
the latter case seems to be that science is a part of rather than divorced from everyday life, 
and that the process of learning can involve approaching concepts indirectly, starting from 
everyday knowledge, with the teacher being a facilitator of the learning process rather than 
the sole source of information. The latter teacher also gave her students glimpses into her 
own processes of research for information, including both the human and technological 
resources she accessed, and hence she presented a model of inquiry learning in a 
collaborative, social setting. 
The learning environment: workplace versus “learning community” 
orientation.   Roth (1992, citing Marshall, 1990) described different approaches to teaching 
science by comparing a work-oriented classroom with a “learning community” oriented 
classroom. Mr D’s class typifies a work-oriented classroom, with completing tasks 
(preferably all students doing so at the same time), being obedient, observing strict 
hierarchical roles, and having right answers all taking priority over personal understanding. 
Mrs L’s class, on the other hand, typifies a learning community ethos. Personal understanding 
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is a high priority, and taking risks and making personal decisions (and mistakes) within a 
supportive community environment are seen as normal, with different people taking different 
lengths of time to learn things, depending on factors such as prior experience (which in turn 
may depend on sociocultural factors such as gender). Roth (1992) commented that a 
“learning community” supported a notion of learning as both personal and social 
development and science as something with which all students could identify. The “learning 
community” curriculum addresses additional purposes for school science such as exploring 
the nature of science and its relevance to students’ personal and social needs. 
 
Overall, in terms of representing science, in the first case, which Table 2 represents as 
access-limiting, Mr D’s talk generally portrays school science as being for future scientists 
only and as showing little concern for anyone who does not have familiarity with its ways or 
is not prepared to accept them without question. In the second case, which Table 2 represents 
as access-enhancing, Mrs L’s talk generally portrays school science as a natural extension of 
everyday happenings, and hence open to anyone, regardless of their prior learning and 
attitudes towards science. This teacher is implicitly communicating that she will allow 
students to learn in a way that, while somewhat challenging and risky, will take their 
interests, concerns and reservations into consideration and provide a supportive learning 
environment for making mistakes. 
Ways of Acting and Relating in the Science Classroom  
There are several aspects of these texts that relate to Fairclough’s (1989) notion of ways 
of acting (and interacting). They include aspects related to their teaching styles, to pacing and 
sequencing, and to the type of dialogue used. 
Teaching styles.  In this first lesson extract, Mr D can be found to adhere quite strictly to 
the stylistic norms of school science listed by Lemke (1990), but with one notable exception 
in that his talk lacks explicitness and precision. Resulting contradictions, ambiguity and gaps 
remained unchallenged partly as a result of the fast paced, tightly-controlled process. This 
indicates Mr D’s relatively powerful position vis-à-vis the students as they are expected to 
guess his meaning without much help from him. 
Mrs L, on the other hand, with the exception of the requirement to be as verbally explicit 
as possible, transgressed these norms when necessary to engage students and persuade then to 
be open to a new area of learning (aerodynamics) and new experiences, which seems to be 
the main point of the lesson as represented by the extract. Success in communication and in 
engaging students, as Lemke would have predicted, appeared to be low in the first lesson, and 
high in the second. In the former, there was little spontaneous, student-to-teacher interaction 
and much off-task social chat during the practical activity. In the latter, spontaneous 
contributions were apparent, and animated on-task discussion was the norm during the 
practical activity in the latter part of the lesson. 
Pacing and sequencing within a lesson.  In Mr D’s case, pacing seemed to exemplify 
what typically happens to students in their first years of high school, where a teacher uses a 
fast pace to cover the full range of basic terms, facts, principles and experiments in relation to 
what are considered to be foundation disciplines. Bernstein (1990) saw such strong pacing as 
beginning an increasing cycle of disadvantage for already disadvantaged students (in our 
case, those with little prior knowledge of science and scientific discourse). It can be seen that 
it would be easy for a student new to the topic and its vocabulary to be left behind, or develop 
or maintain misconceptions, thus leading to failure that would be to some extent inexplicable, 
irremediable, and hence discouraging of further effort. On the other hand, Mrs L pitched her 
teaching in such a way as to engage and carry students with her, as well as providing 
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safeguards such as monitoring their attention level, engaging them in dialogue, and allowing 
them to question her or give her feedback as to how well she was performing in keeping them 
engaged.  
In both cases one-word factual answers are required from students, but whereas these 
are acceptable in the early stages of introducing a topic (and Mrs L does go on to draw 
students into defining and describing relationships later in the lesson, Mr D appear to see 
them as acceptable, even when the homework question would appear to require more 
complex answers describing changes of form. In Bernstein’s terms, the pacing in Mr D’s 
lesson appears to have been too rapid to allow students to advance beyond factual, one-word 
answers, and hence to preclude them from engaging in higher levels of learning in the 
subject, at least during class. 
Dialogue.  The use of true dialogue (as defined by Lemke, 1990) also differentiates between 
the two classrooms. This has implications in terms of power-sharing and the development of 
student autonomy (necessary for effective learning) and personal decision-making (necessary 
for participation in democratic processes). Mr D appears to prefer to control student talk 
almost completely and shapes it to his own ends, discouraging student initiative and, 
consequently, self-directed learning. Mrs L welcomes student contributions, treats student-
initiated questions with respect, and, by using modalized forms of language, invites true 
dialogue, thus teaching students that learning in science involves thinking and questioning, as 
well as verbalizing one’s attempts to explain evidence. Although not very evident in either of 
the extracts above, learning-related cross-discussion appears to be absent (and not 
encouraged) in Mr D’s classroom but encouraged in Mrs L’s classroom (at least once the 
practical activity is under way), which suggests that the former sees little place for student 
initiative in the construction of knowledge, while the latter sees student discussion as having 
an important role. 
In summary, the impression that each teacher’s discourse practices represent a particular 
ideological position is strengthened by the evidence of their ways of acting and relating to 
students. Mr D observes stylistic norms that suggest that science is objective and 
authoritative, and as such should be accepted without question. His style of talk implies 
(whether he intends this or not) that science is suitable only for those who are sufficiently 
familiar with the culture of science to be comfortable with his rapid pace and his particular 
way of interacting with students. Mrs L, on the other hand, does not observe these norms 
strictly and instead presents science as being something open to investigation and discussion 
by people who do not necessarily have all the answers to begin with. Her style of talk implies 
that in this class school science is for those who need time to talk and try things out when 
new concepts are introduced, and that she is willing to provide explicit commentary for those 
who may find science puzzling. 
Ways of Identifying Teacher and Student Roles 
One’s way of identifying both oneself and others is highly related to one’s way of 
representing the world and one’s ways of acting and relating interpersonally. However, each 
has its own distinctive features. In the texts in question, this is exemplified in the roles 
(Fairclough calls these “ways of being”) afforded to participants, and in the differing ways 
the teachers identified themselves and their students. 
Teacher roles.  The two teachers expressed very differing understandings of science 
literacy in the interviews and this would explain the very different roles they could be seen to 
be enacting in their talk. Mr D presented himself as a technical expert, both as presenter of 
knowledge and as an evaluator of student homework. The laboratory was generally used as 
an extra way of demonstrating scientific truth and technical expertise rather than as a place of 
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real investigation where students could be active scientists with real questions. He also 
presented as a manager with firm control over procedures in the room so that the class could 
proceed efficiently according to his agenda; this is likely to have been reinforced by his role 
as science HoD. This is consistent with his seeing science literacy in terms of being able to 
use correct scientific terms and explanations (i.e. reciting principles correctly), understand 
scientific arguments and have good laboratory skills. As such he bears out Fensham’s (1998) 
findings about those who see themselves as guardians of science. 
Mrs L, on the other hand, rather than setting herself up as an expert on everything to do 
with science, presented herself as a model for her (female) students’ own learning, 
particularly as she explicitly brought up gender as an issue. She also had a focus on 
developing technical competencies. However, the discussion preceding the practical activity 
(and the assessment task sheet accompanying it) made it clear that understanding the 
principles of a physics topic was also an important goal of the exercise and that she saw 
herself as responsible for helping students make links between the two. She seemed to 
envisage her role as being to facilitate a complex, multi-stage process of learning, beginning 
with getting her students to engage with a topic and then getting them to want to engage in a 
practical activity that would help them develop the concepts she had envisaged. Consistent 
with her understanding of science literacy as including communication skills, and positive 
attitudes and values, as well as discipline knowledge, she presented with a hybrid identity, 
with different facets becoming visible as the lesson developed, from friendly community-
member, (gently) controlling teacher and classroom manager, motivating communicator 
(including amusing story-teller), learning facilitator, and goal-oriented task manager.  
The tenor of her talk (as read in her tendency towards negotiation, her expressiveness of 
affect, judgment, and appreciation, and her level of comfort with emphasis, both in the words 
she used and in her intonation), conveyed a belief in the normality of expressing a point of 
view or intentionality, which meant that her talk in this science lesson was not sharply 
demarcated from everyday living, in contrast to that of Mr D, in whose talk intentionality was 
hidden, with almost any sign of appraisal being absent. The latter suggests that Mr D took it 
for granted that school science, at least in this instance, was already highly valued by his 
students, thus implicitly disaffirming anyone who had reservations about it. Mrs L seemed to 
be more realistic about the place of physics in most of her students’ lives and to accept it as 
normal, such that she then made it her business to set about changing apprehensions or 
negative attitudes.  
Student roles.  Such teacher roles need complementary student roles to function 
effectively. In the first extract the complementary roles of “powerful authority” and “passive, 
obedient” workers were evident. Moreover making the practice of technical competencies 
and the completion of activities a high priority suggests a belief in the passive nature of 
students’ relationship with science, which reflects Mr D’s belief about the nature of 
scientists’ relationship with much of their work (as expressed in his interview). The 
complementary role for students may not have been accepted by all the students, however, as 
passive resistance is not only likely but also probable in such a situation (cf. Lloyd, 1990). 
Students gave the impression of complying, but many of them were obviously withholding 
the kind of commitment the teacher was likely to be seeking. The students in Mrs L’s class 
were positioned as active and cooperative community members who could nevertheless 
challenge the teacher, as answerers of personal questions, as an audience to be engaged and 
charmed, and also as active thinkers and problem-solvers. They, too, may have had some 
resistance, which may have been signaled in the question put to Mrs L regarding my visit, 
and if the entertaining narrative had been more prolonged than it was—less than 40 
seconds—students who saw themselves as serious workers may have objected openly, or 
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have passively resisted. However, such doubts may have been lessened by Mrs L’s status as 
HoD, the high profile of science in the school (including excellent senior physical science 
enrolments and results) as well as the students’ prior experience with her during a unit earlier 
in the year, together with her (self-reported) insistence on high standards. As it was, all 
students seemed to actively engage in the hands-on task that followed and there were student-
initiated questions about both the task in hand and the follow-up assessment tasks, which the 
teacher willingly addressed during the group work. This suggests that they were willing to 
play the role of active learners that Mrs L expected of them. 
Overall, the discourse practices of Mr D suggest that he had an access-limiting approach 
to science education, based on an ideological position that is consistent with the 
stereotypically masculinist, middle class, Northern European values that Lemke (1990) 
associated with the stylistic norms he found in secondary science classrooms, norms that 
made science less attractive and hence less engaging for those who do not espouse such 
values. Overall, the discourse practices of Mrs L suggest that she had an access-enhancing 
approach to science education, based on an ideological position that science education should 
serve the needs of all students and not just those of an already privileged minority.  
The Gender Issue 
One aspect of the classrooms studied that may have significantly affected all three areas 
dealt with above (ways of representing, ways of acting and interacting and ways of 
identifying) is gender: the gender of the teachers, the gender of the students, any interaction 
between these, and finally the gender of the researcher/discourse-analyst. Hence I am treating 
this separately.  
With regard to the first question, I did find that among the teachers who volunteered or 
nominated and agreed to participate, there were many more females than males (20 : 9). 
However there may be several explanations for this. The most obvious one is that, 
stereotypically, females are expected to play a more supportive role in any social situation, 
which could mean both that, in comparison with males, they are more supportive of their 
students generally, and more likely to help a researcher in need. Consistent with this, 
sociolinguistically they have been found generally to show higher levels of personalization 
and more deference towards others, for example by using higher levels of modality (cf. 
Eggins, 1994).  
However, there are other possible reasons for females being more prevalent in my overall 
sample, and/or for females appearing to be more committed to making time to interest all 
their students in science, regardless of ability. One is that female teachers may be more likely 
to have taken time off work for childcare within their own families, which may have 
heightened their interest in the overall development of the children they teach and given them 
more reason than their male colleagues to challenge the myths of school science (cf. 
Fensham, 1998; Lemke, 1990; Taylor, 1996; Tobin & McRobbie, 1996), and I did find some 
evidence for this. 
It could also be commented that a male teaching a mixed class presents a very different 
context than a female teaching a class of girls. However, in the full sample of 29 teachers in 
the broader study, the gender of the class did not seem to interact in a significant way with 
the gender of the teacher—only one other exemplar was from a single sex (also female) 
school. With the exception of Mr D and one other male HoD, the males who participated in 
the project across the two states were generally equally inclusive and just as responsive to the 
needs of their students, and were as concerned with engaging their students both 
psychologically and cognitively as were their female counterparts. What they all shared was a 
concern to adapt their teaching to suit the needs of the particular class they were teaching. 
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With regard to the third gender issue, I cannot claim complete freedom from a gender-
based perspective. My experience in Mr D’s class left me feeling de-energized, discouraged, 
and embarrassed at what seemed to me a serious lack of awareness of how to engage students 
in learning science. I experienced the teacher’s style as impersonal in the extreme, 
authoritarian, disaffirming and even at times intimidating, and my being female may have 
had some role to play in this reaction. However, I believe I have provided considerable 
evidence at the level of the text that Mr D did not even attempt to engage the majority of his 
students either psychologically or cognitively in wanting to understand and succeed in 
science. The low rate of specialization in physical sciences in the senior years of this school 
(13-22 per cent) where this teacher was HoD is consistent with such a finding, though other 
factors could, of course, be responsible for student subject choices.  
By contrast Mrs L’s class left me somewhat exhausted because of the high level of energy 
exhibited by both teacher and students even though it was the last period of the day. (I hasten 
to add that a high energy level should not be seen as typical of engaging teachers as none of 
the other participants would have called themselves hyperactive, many even having a quiet 
and/or calm manner.) However, Mrs L’s class did leave me with pleasant associations with 
science, and increased curiosity about aerodynamics. I could identify with one student who, 
towards the end of the class, said, “This is fun”, but at the same time, I could see how the 
teacher had been setting up the situation (in the segment following the extract provided 
above) for more in depth exploration of the concepts (such as variables affecting flight) that 
she wanted the students to explore during the unit. I personally liked the way the teacher had 
the students grappling with language later in the lesson as they tried to explain what factors 
might influence how well a paper plane flew, and this may be gender-related, and I could 
understand why an unusually high proportion of students in this school (an all-girls school) 
might want to (and did in fact--over 40 %) go on to study at least one physical science in 
Years 11 & 12.  
Yet I believe that in this case also I have also provided considerable evidence to justify 
my argument about the importance of a teacher’s style of discourse in engaging or excluding 
students. 
CONCLUSION 
By comparing samples of teacher discourse practices in two junior science classrooms, I 
have made the case that hidden facets of teacher communication are likely to be crucial in 
deciding whether students want to engage in learning science or not, what they learn about 
the nature of science, how empowered they feel in relation to it, and finally, how they are 
likely to identify themselves as learners of science. To the extent that such relationships exist 
between teacher discourse practices and access to science education, there are implications 
for both curriculum reform and for professional development for teachers. There are also 
implications in regard to the usefulness of CDA as a methodology that can enhance research 
into ways to improve equity in science classrooms. However, before addressing these 
implications, I should issue a word of caution. 
Limitations of the Study 
It should be noted that this study has limitations that mean that the reader should be wary 
of over-generalizing my findings. Firstly, the links between teacher discourse practices found 
and students’ attitudes towards school science are correlational rather than causal, and, while 
they appear to be reliable and were backed up by the evidence I had, more measures of the 
level of student commitment to science would have strengthened my case. Secondly, findings 
from case studies should not be generalized indiscriminately, but rather should be taken as 
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working hypotheses for similar situations in other contexts. In particular, language and other 
signs can have different meanings in different contexts. It is important to note that my 
interpretation of particular linguistic choices in the two situations referred to above is 
necessarily context dependent. Firstly, it depends on what I learnt about each particular 
educational context both as I experienced it, and as each teacher interpreted it to me; and, 
secondly, it depends on what I know more generally about the larger cultural structures (such 
as Australian English, local curriculum documents, etc.) and institutions in Australia (such as 
the various education systems and their schools) that underpin the contexts. That said, the 
evidence presented here does supports findings in other studies that, in general, interpersonal 
factors have significant material effects on learning (cf. Hanrahan, 1994, 1998, 1999a, 1999b; 
Wubbels, 1993) and that language always conveys interpersonal messages as well as 
ideational or representational content (cf. Fairclough, 1989, 2003; Halliday, 1994; Halliday & 
Martin, 1993; Lemke, 1990; Martin, 1992). 
Implications for Curriculum Reform 
Curriculum reform in science has generally been seen in terms of content (Fensham, 
1998), with the discourse being seen as a separate issue. However Fensham’s comments do 
suggest that it is the representational, relationship and identity features of new curricula that 
meet with the most resistance from those in positions of power in deciding the curriculum 
(university academics and senior science teachers). This supports comments made by 
Bernstein’s (1990) about the impossibility of separating the effects of curriculum “content” 
and the effects of the medium of education. Discourse practices provide a barrier to equity as 
part of the (enacted) curriculum content. Given that the teacher participants in the cases of 
the two extracts presented above were operating in accordance with requirements of quite 
similar syllabus documents, the marked differences in emphasis between their lessons was 
not so much a matter of the disciplinary content requirements as a matter of style. That said, 
if one looks at what was being communicated about the nature of science and the purposes of 
school science, then we are looking at two different curricula. In other words, style is (part of 
the) content being communicated. 
One has to ask oneself after comparing the two classrooms referred to above whether 
curriculum reform should change its explicit focus from content to style if it aims to cater for 
the needs of the majority of students to use science for their own personal and social 
purposes. We may be talking here about a new kind of “invisible pedagogy” (cf. Bernstein, 
1990), one, however, which is to the advantage of previously disadvantaged students.  
Implications for Professional Development 
With regard to teacher professional development, there are many implications of the 
conclusions drawn in this article about the importance of teacher discourse practices, or to put 
it another way, the importance of teaching style. One question we might ask is whether this 
kind of pedagogy can be taught, or whether it is a matter of personal style that is not available 
to most science teachers because it is based on personal experience and beliefs, and depends 
on a self-confidence and freedom to act that allows the teacher to take risks and adapt the 
curriculum at the local level. 
I believe that it is something that can be taught and learnt to a certain extent, since Mrs L 
and teachers like her (including much less experienced teachers) admit to having changed in 
the course of their teaching careers (see also Roth, 1992). We could begin in preservice 
education to include more awareness raising about material effects on students’ lives of 
particular ways of communicating (including talking) with/to students. This is already well-
supported by the considerable work that has been done by learning environment researchers, 
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particularly those with a systemic perspective such as Wubbels (e.g., Hanrahan, 1999b; 
Wubbels, 1993). What this article has to contribute to what we know about perceptions of the 
effects of teacher-student relationships is insight into how they are negotiated in the moment 
to moment discourse of science lessons. It can show that taken-for-granted ways of “being a 
science teacher” can in fact be counter-productive.  
Other aspects of science teachers’ preservice education might also need to change to 
support a change in taken-for-granted but counterproductive discourse practices. This would 
include a greater emphasis on the uncertain nature of science, its limits in explaining 
everyday events and helping students make decisions about social issues, an exploration of 
the values and needs of the average citizen and of society in relation to science, and a 
stronger and more explicit challenge to prevailing, disempowering myths about science 
education.  
These would all need to be modeled by preservice educators who enact these beliefs in the 
way they relate to their students. The point about curriculum being about style [as well] as 
content is valid in the preservice education area also. Hence, preservice educators should 
consider whether their own styles empower a range of students to learn effectively. Are their 
discourse practices appropriate for their preservice students, given their students’ interests, 
needs and values and do they facilitate the development of positive attitudes and values? Do 
they realize the importance of developing trusting and mutually respectful relationships with 
their students and model the process for them, so that they, in turn, can learn how to develop 
respect and trust in their relationships with their own students in the future. 
Another professional development practice that may be useful is awareness raising 
regarding the messages about science and about learning that are implicit in particular 
teaching styles. At both the preservice level, and more broadly, as part of collaborative action 
learning projects within schools, science (and other) teachers and administrators may benefit 
from critically reflecting on CDA of classroom discourse in their disciplinary area in their 
particular context. Other collaborative processes may also be helpful to raise awareness of the 
language of science teaching, such as cross-disciplinary team teaching of science-based with 
humanities-based teachers. 
I would also note, on the basis of my current research, that the expression of an 
emancipatory style of teaching seems to require significant social support, for example, by a 
whole school emphasis on literacy, on middle schooling, or on equity, or at least a focus on 
such issues at the disciplinary level by a powerful Chair/HoD (cf. Lingard, Mills, & Hayes, 
2000). As Taylor (1996) and advocates of social justice through critical action research (e.g., 
Atweh, Kemmis & Weeks, 1998; Carr & Kemmis, 1986) have argued, a single teacher on his 
or her own cannot hope to challenge what is deeply embedded in interdependent practices, 
discourses, and institutional structures. Administrators have an important role at various 
levels of the school in promoting critically oriented, cross-disciplinary collaborative 
processes. 
Another implication of my findings in this study is that generic skills may need more 
attention in preservice education for science teachers, in a similar way to the attention now 
being given to their development in many other professional courses (e.g., engineering, law) 
in my university and others around Australia. Training in communication skills where they 
are deficient could empower science teachers to bridge the gap between the discourse of 
science and students’ language resources, rather than expecting students to be the ones to do 
the bridging. It could also make preservice teachers more critically aware of the traditional 
stylistic norms of school science (cf. Lemke, 1990) and more able to see these as conveying a 
particular ideology which, rather than representing real objectivity, favors those students who 
are familiar and comfortable with such norms to the disadvantage of the majority of science 
students who find them alienating. 
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However, given that such communication skills also depend on both teachers’ scientific 
knowledge and their pedagogical content knowledge (cf. Shulman, 1986) this may seem like 
a tall order for already overloaded courses in which the preservice teacher often has more 
than one teaching area of specialization with which to become familiar. There may be other 
ways of ensuring the hybridity that seems to be necessary for creative/active challenges to a 
restricted hegemonic discourse (cf. Fairclough, 1989, Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999; Luke, 
2002). At the preservice level, this could be to encourage preservice teachers to take up new 
combinations of science and humanities subjects, or to encourage professionals or graduates 
from other professions to enroll in preservice science education courses and become science 
teachers. 
Alternatively such hybridization could happen at a later professional stage. My research 
suggests that time spent in a helping profession, or even in non-paid work such as parenting, 
may be just as valuable if not more valuable training for a science teacher who aims to teach 
both scientist and non-scientist future citizens. Such experiences seem to give teachers a 
meta-level awareness that allows them to emancipate themselves from the hegemony of 
traditional school science practices and assert themselves in relation to the needs of all 
students in their classes. 
CDA as a Tool for Documenting Emancipatory and Multi-modal Discourses 
This article demonstrates how CDA has been particularly useful for my purposes in 
researching how curriculum emphases and myths are enacted or being challenged in junior 
secondary science classrooms in ways that affect students’ access to science education. 
Briefly, it made it possible for me to demonstrate, in the moment to moment detail of 
classroom lessons, how the teacher talk component of the discourse of science classrooms 
may enhance or limit students’ access to scientific knowledge. Although the texts analyzed 
here only represented a few minutes of a single lesson for each teacher, the accumulation of 
such events may have a significant impact on students, and prevent or allow the exercise of 
better-informed control over their lives currently or in the future, and increase or decrease 
their future likelihood of participating equitably in decision-making about policies that are 
likely to have an impact on their quality of life, or the quality of their environment.  
However, CDA has been criticized (e.g., Luke, 2002) for not being useful for picking up 
gaps and silences, and for not having the tools to deal with multi-modal communication. In 
relation to gaps and silences this is a tricky issue, given than gaps and silence can only be 
identified in relation to particular theories and ideologies. I would argue that if one is 
informed by wide reading, and especially if one has other texts with which to contrast a 
particular text, one will be more sensitized to likely absences in a discourse. For example, 
Lemke’s account of typical classroom ways of “talking science” (that were notable in their 
absences and their restricted range), informs analyses of texts such as those presented above.  
With regard to the multi-modal nature of communication, CDA may need to be 
supplemented by other types of analysis. Although I have largely ignored visual elements in 
my analysis, I have attempted to deal with non-verbal auditory elements that seem to me to 
be essential in communicating the tenor or register of social interactions, and hence are of 
particular importance for my work. I have done this by focusing on aspects of communication 
that are often omitted from audiotaped scripts, such as intonation and pacing. To make them 
visible, I have insisted on genre-related formatting (e.g. punctuation and paragraphing to 
indicate my interpretation of the participant’s words) as well as explanatory notes and signs 
in the text to be analyzed as important additional channels of meaning. Such annotations help 
communicate meaning that would seem to me to be essential if the multiple 
purposes/functions and effects of language are to be adequately represented (in Fairclough’s 
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terms: acting/relating, representing and identifying), especially when issues of power and 
identity are involved.  
Final Comments 
In this article, I have used critical discourse analysis (CDA) to compare the discourse 
practices of two teachers and highlight the messages being conveyed about what school 
science is, who it is for, how teaching and learning should happen in classrooms, how 
teachers should communicate with students, and what teacher and student roles should be. In 
this way CDA has assisted me in raising awareness of aspects of teacher discourse practices 
that are likely to enhance or limit students’ access to school science, particularly for 
disadvantaged students, and the relative power or powerlessness of students in relation to 
science teachers more generally. I suggested that teachers, given the limitations of traditional 
ways of speaking in the school science classroom, tended to be discouraged by the apparent 
lack of intellectual endowment or a particular work ethic in their students. My analysis 
suggests that, rather than being rendered powerless in the face of such appearances, science 
teachers can engage and energize students by enacting an appropriate hybrid discourse. Such 
a discourse would employ scientific terminology and argument when necessary, but would 
also appropriate features of other pedagogical discourses better geared to teaching and 
learning, to respond to the needs of the full range of science students. 
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